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1. Introduction. Let p : E-> B be a Hurewicz fiber map, i.e., the map p has

the path lifting property or what is the same the covering homotopy property

holds for all spaces.

In [12], Raymond conjectured that if p : E -*■ B is a Hurewicz fiber map from a

manifold E (with empty boundary) onto a weakly locally contractible (wlc) para-

compact base B, then the map p is locally trivial. He proved the following two

theorems in support of this conjecture.

Theorem (Rl). Letp : E -* Bbe a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected separable

metric ANR space E onto a wlc paracompact base B. Suppose that E is a generalized

n-manifold (n-gm) over a principal ideal domain L. Then

(a) each fiber Fb is a k-gm over Lfor some integer k,

(b) if some component of some fiber is compact, then B is an (n — k)-gm over L.

Theorem (R2). Let p : E->B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

separable metric ANR space E onto a wlc paracompact base B. Suppose that E is a

(generalized) manifold (over a principal ideal domain) and some fiber has a connected

component which is compact and of dimension S 2. Then, the fibering is locally

trivial.

We will refer to these theorems as Theorem (Rl) and (R2). We note that, in

Theorem (Rl) (b), the assumption that when the characteristic of L is 0, then the

automorphism group of L is finite or that the fiber has an oriented, connected,

compact covering space, is necessary due to the incompleteness of the argument

for Corollary (3.5) of Bredon's paper which appeared in Michigan Math. J. 10

(1963).
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize Theorems (Rl) and (R2). We

consider the case where the total space E has nonempty boundary and the case

where the fibers are noncompact. As indicated, [12, p. 43], the conjecture is false

if the manifold E has nonempty boundary. However, by imposing an additional

" splitting " restriction on the fiber map, p:E->B, where E has nonempty boundary,

we obtain results (Theorem (3.5)) similar to those above. In the case where the

fibers are noncompact, we compactify the total space along each fiber and get the

local triviality of the map p (Theorem (4.1)).
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In some propositions when fibers are compact 2-manifolds with nonempty

boundary we have to assume that all fibers are homeomorphic in order to get local

triviality of a map. The reason for this is that two different connected compact 2-

manifolds with nonempty boundary can have the same homotopy type. However,

this difficulty sometimes disappears by a "stabilizing" of a fibering. We study this

phenomenon in §2.

The definition of a splitting lifting function will be defined in §3. By a generalized

n-manifold (n-gm) we mean what Raymond and Wilder call a locally orientable

generalized «-manifold or cohomology «-manifold. (See [13] and [16] for definition.)

All other terminologies which are used in this paper are either well known or can be

found in the references [2], [5], [8], [12], [14], and [16].

I wish to express my sincere appreciation to Professor F. Raymond for his

generous expenditure of time and energy. I also wish to express my thanks to

Professor C. N. Lee and Professor M.-E. Hamstrom for many discussions concern-

ing this material.

2. Stabilizing theorem. We first state two propositions which are immediate

consequences of results from [7] and [12].

(2.1) Proposition. Let p : £— B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

compact separable metric ANR space E to a wlc and paracompact base B such that

all fibers are homeomorphic to a k-manifold M with or without boundary. If k 5j2,

then the fibering (E.B.p.) is locally trivial.

Note 1. If E is an n-gm over L without boundary, then actually we need only

assume that some fiber has dimL = 2, where dimL M means the cohomology di-

mension of the space M.

Note 2. If A = 3 and E is locally ¡"-connected (homotopy sense), j'^2, and any

homotopy cell in Ai is a 3-cell, then/7 : £ — Bis also a locally trivial fiber map by

[6, Theorem (6.1)] and [12, (2.5)].

Proof. By [5], we know that B is a metric ANR. Therefore the fibering has a

slicing function by [12, (2.3)]. Then/? is a 0-regular map (in the sense of Dyer and

Hamstrom) by [12, (2.5)]. Therefore the proposition follows by [7, Corollary 2 of

Theorem (3)].    Q.E.D.

(2.2) Proposition. Let p : E-> B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

separable metric ANR n-gm E over L, with or without boundary, onto a wlc and

paracompact base B. Suppose the maximal dimensional fibers are compact and all

those fibers are homeomorphic to a k-manifold M with or without boundary, k = 2.

Then p, restricted to the subspace consisting of all maximal dimensional compact

fibers, is a locally trivial fiber map.

Proof. We know that B is a metric ANR since E is an ANR and B is O-connected

(see [5]). Let Bx = {b e B \ p_1(b) is compact}. Then by (2.7) of [12], By is an open

set in B and Pi=p\p~1(B1) : p~1(Bi)^- B± is a proper map since E is locally
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compact and B is metric and O-connected. Let A = {b e B | p ' 1(b) is a maximal

dimensional fiber}. Then A is an open subset of ßby (2.5) of [12]. Hence C = BXC\ A

is open in B. Therefore, p0=p\p'1(C) : p~\C)-+C is a Hurewicz fiber map

from a separable metric ANR n-gm p ~ 1(C) onto a paracompact base C. It is easy

to see that/?0 is a 0-regular map by (2.5) of [12]. Therefore the local triviality of

p0 follows by Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 of [7].   Q.E.D.

Noie. If A: = 3 and if p~x(C) is locally /-connected, i<2, and homotopy cells in

M are 3-cells, thenp0 is also a locally trivial fiber map by [6, (6.1)].

The above propositions may be regarded as generalizations of Theorem (R2).

The hypotheses of these propositions are very strong and the guiding philosophy

of this paper will be to develop reasonable geometric conditions on a fibering

which will enable one to relax these stringent conditions. The difficulty in relaxing

the conditions of these propositions arises from the fact that two different 2-

manifolds with nonempty boundary may have the same homotopy type without

being homeomorphic and the fact(2) that there is a Hurewicz fiber map p : £^ B

such that p~\b), p'^b') are 2-manifolds of the same homotopy type but not

homeomorphic. However, this difficulty sometimes disappears because it is possible,

in some sense, to "stabilize" a fibering by taking the product of the total space

with an interval and, for this new fibering, deduce that it is locally trivial (Theorem

(2.4)).
Suppose that EtJ denotes a connected compact orientable 2-manifold of genus

j and with i boundary components. The integers i and j can be any value ä 0.

The nonorientable connected compact 2-manifold of nonorientable genus j ( > 0)

and i boundary components will be denoted by E£¡.

(2.3) Lemma. Let E and E' be two orientable (or nonorientable) connected compact

2-manifolds with nonempty boundary. Then E and E' have the same homotopy type

if and only if their doubles D(E) and D(E') are homeomorphic. Moreover, in the

orientable case, E and E' have the same homotopy type if and only if Ex I and

E' xl are homeomorphic, where I is the unit interval.

Proof. The first part of the lemma is easy to see since D(Ei,) = E0j 1 + 21-1,

D(Ei*j) = E0*2(i + j-i). Let us prove that E=EtJ and E'= Ek¡n (i, k>0) have the same

homotopy type if and only if Eu x I, Ek¡n x I are homeomorphic. Suppose Euj x I

and Ek>n x I are homeomorphic. Then it is obvious that EtJ and Ek¡n have the same

homotopy type. Now let Eu and Ek_n be the same homotopy type. Then i + 2j— 1

= k + 2n— 1 because Euj and Ek¡n have the homotopy type of a bouquet of

(i+2j-l)S1,s and a bouquet of (k + 2n - l)S 1's, respectively. And we know that

8(EijxI) = D(Ei¡j) = E0_i + 2j_x and 8(Ek<nxI) = D(Ektn) = E0,k + 2n-x. Therefore

Eu x I and Ek¡n x I are connected compact 3-manifolds with boundaries closed

(2) We learned from the referee that an example of such Hurewicz fiber maps can be

easily found via the replacement theorem due to E. Fadell, S. Langston and P. Tulley (to appear).
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orientable 2-manifolds each of genus i+2j— 1. In fact, they are solid tori each of

genus Í + 2/-1 (see (6.1) of [11]). Hence EUjxI and Ek¡nxl are homeomorphic.

Q.E.D.

(2.4) Theorem. Let p : £ — B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected locally

compact separable metric ANR E onto a wlc and paracompact base B such that

each fiber is a connected compact orientable 2-manifold with nonempty boundary.

Then p' : £x /-> B, defined by p'(x, t)=p(x) for each (x, t)e Ex I, is a locally

trivial fiber map which is fiber homotopy equivalent to the given fibering (E, B, p).

Moreover, if E is an n-gm over L with or without boundary, then the space B is an

(n - 2)-gm over L with or without boundary.

Proof. Since B is O-connected, all fibers of the fibering (E, B, p) have the same

homotopy type. Therefore all fibers of (Ex I, B,p') are homeomorphic to a con-

nected 3-manifold M with boundary by Lemma (2.3). Since Ex I is a locally com-

pact metric space and £ is a metric ANR and each fiber is compact, p' is a proper

map by (2.7) of [12]. Since E, being an ANR, is locally /-connected (/<[ 2), Ex I is

also locally /'-connected (»¡a2). Therefore p' is homotopically 2-regular by (2.5)

of [12]. And we know that the fiber of p' : ExI-^ B has no homotopy cells other

than cells by Theorem 1 of [10] since the fiber is imbedded in the 3-sphere S3.

Then the first part of the theorem follows by Theorem (6.1) of [6].

Now B is an (n — 2)-gm over L because E x I is an (n + 1 )-gm over L, p : Ex I -> B

is a locally trivial fiber map, and the fiber p' ~ 1(b), b e B, is a 3-gm over L by

Theorem 6 of [13]. (In Theorem 6 of [13], the coefficient group L is the integers or a

field. But we are told by Raymond that L may be a principal ideal domain since

spaces are all ANR's.)   Q.E.D.

3. Hurewicz fiber maps of manifolds with boundary. Let p : E^-B be a

Hurewicz fiber map. Assume E is an n-gm over L with nonempty boundary 8(E).

An effect of assuming the existence of a "splitting lifting function", to be defined

in (3.4), is that the restriction of p to the split part is also a Hurewicz fiber map.

We shall firstly study some propositions of a fiber map whose restriction to a

subset (mostly 8(E)) of E is also a Hurewicz fiber map.

(3.1) Proposition. Let p : E^ B be a Hurewicz fiber map from an ANR n-gm

E over L with nonempty boundary 8(E) onto a O-connected metric space B. Assume

that p_1(b) is a connected compact orientable k-gm over L with boundary equal to

p- *(b) n 8(E) j- 0, andp" x(b) n Int (E)¿0, for some point beB. If

p' =p\8(E):8(E)->B

is a Hurewicz fiber map, then p\\nt (E) : Int (E) -> B is onto.

Proof. Suppose there exists a point b0eB such that jP_1(^o) n Int (E) = 0.

Then p~ Wo)c8(E), hence p-\b0)=p-1(b0) n 8(E)=p'-\b0). Then/r KW and
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p'~\b) have the same homotopy type since p' is a Hurewicz fiber map and B is

O-connected. Similarly p~1(b0) and p'x(b) have the same homotopy type. There-

fore p~x(b) and p'~1(b) = 8(p~1(b)) have the same homotopy type. By [1, (2.6)]

there exists a lifting function A for the fibering (E, B, p) such that the restriction of

A, to the boundary of E, is a lifting function for the fibering (8(E), B, p'). Since a

homotopy equivalence between two fibers is induced by a lifting function, we may

conclude that the homotopy equivalent map from p' ~ 1(b) to p ~ 1(b) is the inclusion

map. This contradicts the fact that the inclusion map from the boundary into

the manifold itself is never a homotopy equivalence.   Q.E.D.

(3.2) Proposition. Let p : E-^ B be a locally trivial fiber map from a connected

n-gm E over L with nonempty boundary onto a space B. Assume that the map

p\\nt (E) : Int (E) -> B is onto. Then B is a k-gm over L without boundary, the fiber

p'\b) is an (n — k)-gm over L with nonempty boundary and

p' = p\lnt (E) : Int (E) -* B,

as well asp"' =p\8(E) : 8(E) -> B, are locally trivial and onto B.

Proof. Since p : E -> B is a locally trivial fiber map, the fiber F and the base

B are (n-k)-gm and A>gm respectively over L by the factorization theorem [13,

Theorem 6]. In particular, if e e E, in local coordinates, can be written as b xfi

for b e B, and fe F, then e e Int (E) if and only if b e Int (B) and fe Int (F).

Restricting to Int (B), p\p-\\nt (B)) : p-^lnt (B))-> Int (B) is onto and a

locally trivial fiber map. However, Int (E)^p _1(Int (B)), hence Int (B) = B. Since

E has boundary, some fiber and hence all fibers have boundary.

Now for any point b e B, there exist an open set U of b and a homeomorphism

hu : Uxp~x(b) ->/)_1(t/) such that the diagram

uxp-Kb)-^P'KU)

\ p\p-\u)
IT \

X   Y

u

commutes. Since U is a gm without boundary, 8(Uxp'1(b))=Ux8(p~1(b)).

Therefore hu(Ux8(p-\b)))=p"-\U), and hu(Uxlnt (p-l(b)))=p'-\U). That is

h^Uxp''1^)) and /¡u|i/x//'_1(o) are homeomorphisms from [/x//_1(¿>) onto

p'~\U) and from Ux.p"~\b) onto p"~l(U), respectively. This proves the local

triviality of the maps.   Q.E.D.

(3.3) Proposition. Let p : E-^B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

separable metric ANR n-gm over L with nonempty boundary 8(E) onto a wlc and
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paracompact base B. Suppose that p\8(E) : 8(E) -> B is onto and a Hurewicz fiber

map, and that p\lnt (E) : Int (E) -> B is also onto. Suppose further that there is a

collared neighborhood of 8(E), denoted by 8(E) x [0, 1), such that for any smaller

collared neighborhood, 8(E) x [0, /), t e (0, 1), there is a fiber retraction rt : E-^ Et

= E—(8(E) x [0, ;)). Then, there is a lifting function X't, for the fibering (E, B,p),

which is stationary in 8(E) U Et.

Proof. Let A be a lifting function for the fibering (E, B, p). Let for each t e (0, 1),

Zt={(e, to) e Etx B' \ pt(e) = w(0)} and q : E't^Zt be such that q(a) = (a(0),pta),

a e E[, whereof = p\Et. Define a function Xt : Zt-^- El by Xt(e, w)(x) = rt(X(e, o>)(x)),

x 61, (e, œ) e Zt. Then A( is a lifting function for the map pt : Et-+ B. Hence

(Et,B,pt) is a Hurewicz fibering. Now let El = 8(E)uEt and p[=p\E[. Then

p't : E¡-+ B is onto and a Hurewicz fiber map. Since the space E't is a closed

subset of the ANR E, and the space B is metric, there exists a lifting function

X't for the fibering (E,B,p) such that X't(e, œ) e (E't)' if eeE't, (e,w)eZ=

{(e, w)eExB'\ p(e) = w(0)} by Theorem (2.6) of [1].    Q.E.D.

(3.4) Definition. Let p : E-> B be a Hurewicz fiber map and Ex a subspace

of E. A lifting function A for the fibering (E, B, p) is said to split into Ei and

E—Ei provided, for each (e, a>) eZ={(e, to) e ExB' \ p(e) = w(0)}, X(e,co) is a

path in Ei if e e Ei and X(e, «A is a path in £— Ei'xfe e E—Ei. Such a lifting function

is called a splitting lifting function.

We note that if the total space £ of a fibering (E, B, p) is a gm over L with non-

empty boundary 8(E), and if p\\nt (E) : Int (E) -> B is not onto, then there is no

lifting function which splits into 8(E) and Int (E) (see Propositions (3.1) and

(3.3)).
Now we are ready to state and prove the main theorem of this section.

(3.5) Theorem. Let p : E^-B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

separable metric ANR n-gm E over L with nonempty boundary 8(E), which is also an

ANR, onto a wlc and paracompact base B. Suppose there exists a lifting function X

for the fibering (E, B,p) such that X splits into 8(E) and Int (E). Then

(1) the restriction of p to 8(E), p'=p\8(E) : 8(E) -^ B, and the restriction of

p to Int (E), p"=p\lnt (E) : Int (E) -*■ B, are onto,

(2) if there is a point b' e B such that (each component of p'1^')) n (each com-

ponent of 8(E)) is connected, then each fiber p ~ 1(b), b e B, is a gm over L with

boundary p_1(b) n 8(E), moreover, if p'^iff) n 8(E) contains a compact component

for some b e B, then B is a gm over L. (Here we assume, for technical reasons, that

when the characteristic of L is 0, then the automorphism group of L is finite or that

the fiber has an oriented, connected, compact covering space. This is guaranteed of

course ifL=Z.)

(3) if there is a point be B such that p ' 1(b) n 8(E) has a compact component

of dimL^2, then p' = p\8(E) is a local trivial fiber map,

(4) furthermore, if p\b') is a compact space o/dimL^2 and (each component of
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p'1^')) n (each component of 8(E)) is connected for a point V e B, then the fibering

(E, B,p) itself is locally trivial. Hence p' =p\8(E), andp"=p\lnt (E) become locally

trivial fiber maps.

Proof. (1) Let C be a component of 8(E). Suppose C n p~1(b)= 0 for some

point be B. We know that there exists a point b0e B such that/>-1(60) C\ C^0.

Let eeC njp_1(60). Then there is a path a from b0 to b since B is O-connected,

and (e, a) eZ={(e, to) e Ex B' \ p(e) = w(0)}. Therefore the lifted path A(e, a) in E

is such that A(e, «)(0) = e and A(e, a)(l) ep~\b). But p~\b) n C= 0. Hence A

does not split into C and E— C. This contradicts the assumption that A splits into

8(E) and Int (£). Therefore p\C : C-> £ is onto and a Hurewicz fiber map. The

proof of ontoness of/?" is similar.

(2) Let C be a component of 8(F) and^c=/j|C. By Theorem (Rl) pô\b) is a

fc'-gm for any point be B, for some k', and 5 is an ((n—l) — k')-gm without assert-

ing anything about local orientability. Since this is true for any component of

8(E), p''1(b)=p~1(b) n 8(E) is the disjoint union of fc'-gm's. Hence p'~\b) is a

k'-gm over L for each be B. Since A splits into 8(E) and Int (E), p\lnt (E) : Int (E)

-> B is a Hurewicz fiber map and the map is onto by (1). By Theorem (Rl),

p'\b) n Int (E) is a /c-gm over L because Int (E) is also a connected separable

metric ANR «-gm over L, and B is an (« — k)-gm over L without asserting anything

about local orientability. Since the dimension of the base Bis n—k and n— 1 —k'

is also the dimension of B, k=k' +1. Therefore we know that p~\b) n Int (F) is

a fc-gm over L and p_1(b) n 3(F) is a (&- l)-gm over L, and p~\b) n 8(F) is a

closed subset of p_1(b) because d(£) is closed in E. We note that all fibers are the

same homotopy type since B is O-connected. Now we will show thatp_1(b) n 8(E)

is the boundary ofp ' ^b) for each b e B, i.e., p ~ \b) is a A>gm over L with boundary

p~\b) n 8(F). Let C again be a component of 8(E), then the set Int (E) u C,

denoted by £', is a subspace of F and an «-gm over L with boundary C and the

restriction p\E' : E' -*■ 5 is also a Hurewicz fiber map and the lifting function A',

which is the restriction of A, splits into Int (E) and C. Let us consider the double

of E', D(E') = EX uCu£2 with the identification by means of the inclusion map

j : C<^E'X or F2, where Ex and E2 are copies of Int (E) and E[ and E2 are ^uC

and F2 u C, respectively. Then D(E') is an «-gm over L without boundary and C

separates D(E'). The map pj : D(E')^B, defined by px\Ex=p\E'x, px\E2=p\E2,

is a Hurewicz fiber map. Therefore p{x(b) is a gm over L by Theorem (Rl), and

Pl\b) = (p-X\b) n £J u (/»rW n C) u (Px-\b) n F2) and /^(è) n Fif /= 1, 2,

is a fc-gm over L. Hence the dimension of px 1(b) is also k. Let F be a component

of p'\b). Then the component Fx ofpï^b), which contains F, is a (locally orien-

table) gm over L, and Fx n C is connected (by assumption) and locally orientable.

By Theorem 2 of [13], Fx n Ex (=F n Int (E)) has FinC(=FnC) as its

frontier, and onto F n Int (E), Fn C fits as a generalized manifold, i.e., for any

component C of 8(E), F n C is boundary of F. Therefore F n C is boundary
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of p_1(A). Repeating this argument for other components of p~x(b), and for other

components of 8(E), we conclude that p~l(b) n 8(E) is the boundary of p~\b).

This proves the first part of (2). The fact that B is an (n — k)-gm over L is obvious

by our assumption and Theorem (Rl) since pi : D(E')-> B is a Hurewicz fiber

map.

(3) Let C be a component of 8(E). Then the fibering (C, B,p\C) is locally trivial

by Theorem (R2). This is true for any component of 8(E). Hence the fibering

(8(E), B, p') is locally trivial.

(4) By the assumption and (2), p " 1(b') is a compact k-gm over L of dimension

= 2 with boundary 8(p ~ 1(A')) =p ~ 1(b') n 8(E). Now for any other point be B,

b ̂  b', 8(p ~ 1(b)) and 8(p ' 1(b')) are closed subsets ofp" x(b) and p " 1(b'), respectively.

Since p' : 8(E) -> B is a locally trivial fiber map by (3), 8(p-1(b)) and 8(p~1(b'))

are homeomorphic. Hence 8(p~1(b)) and 8(p'1(b')) are compact sets of dimension

-k— 1, /eg2. Since /? : E-^B is a Hurewicz fiber map and 5 is O-connected,

p'x(b) and p' 1(b') have the same homotopy type. Let <f> : p~x(b) -*■p' 1(b') be a

homotopy equivalence, which is induced by the splitting lifting function A, i.e.,

defined by (f>(x) = X(e,co)(l), xep~x(b), to is a path from b to b' such that w(0)

=p(x). Let F be a component of p~l(b), which contains some components of

8(p - x(b)). Then 4>(F) is connected. Let F' be a component of p ~ 1(b'), which contains

4>(F). Then F and F' have the same homotopy type. Since A splits into Int (E)

and 8(E), we have <b(8(E))c8(p-1(b'))=p-1(b') n 8(E) and the different com-

ponents of 8(E) go to the different components of 8(p~1(b')). Hence <f>(8(E))

<= F' n d(is), i.e., <p(8(F)) c 3(f). Since there is one-to-one correspondence between

the components of 8(p~1(b)) and £>(/>"'(¿O) as weU as between components of

p ' x(b) and p ' 1(b'), the union of all components of 8(F'), which contains a com-

ponent of <¡>(8(F)), is the only boundary off". But 8(F) and 8(F') are homeomorphic

since corresponding components of 8(p~l(b)) and 8(p'1(b')) are homeomorphic.

Therefore F and f are homeomorphic since they are k ( g 2)-manifolds and they

have the same homotopy type and their boundaries are the same. If there is a

component of p'x(b), which has no boundary, then the corresponding component,

in p~x(b'), has no boundary. Hence they are homeomorphic. Thus corresponding

components of p~l(b) and /?_1(A) are homeomorphic. Therefore p~x(b) and

p~ 1(b') are homeomorphic. By (2.10) of [12]p can be factored as qp' : E1^ B' _^. B,

where p' is a regular fiber map, B' is a O-connected space, and q is a covering map

such that p'~ 1(b') is a path component of p~l(q(b')) for each b'eB'. Therefore

each p' - 1(b') is compact. Hence by (2.7) of [12], p' is proper. Since p' is a regular

fiber map and B is locally O-connected, p' is open by (2.6) of [12]. By (2.5) of [12]

p is uniformly locally contractible. Hence p' is a 0-regular map. Therefore, by

Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 of [7], p' is a locally trivial fiber map. This completes the

proof of the local triviality of p. The local triviality of p' and p" follows by (1) and

Proposition (3.2). Q.E.D.

(3.6) Remarks. If A does not split into 8(E) and Int (E), thtnp\8(E) : 8(E) -> B
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may not be a locally trivial map. In fact, there is a simple example for which the

restriction is not even a Hurewicz fiber map. The example, due to E. Fadell, is

the Hurewicz fibering (E, B, p) where B is the unit interval and F is a solid isocèles

triangle with base B andp is the vertical projection map. Let (F, B, p) be a Hurewicz

fibering with F a manifold with nonempty boundary and let (Ex, B, px) and

(F2, B, p2) be two copies of (E, B, p). Let D(E) be the double of F which is obtained

from the disjoint union of Ex and F2 by identifying the boundaries by means of the

inclusions. Then the above example shows that the map p' : D(E) -*■ B, defined

by p'\Ex=pi and p'\E2=p2, may not be a Hurewicz fiber map. We do not know

whether or not the fibering (£, B, p) becomes locally trivial if p' : D(E) -*■ B is a

locally trivial fiber map. If the answer to this question is affirmative, then part

(4) of Theorem (3.5) follows directly by doubling the total space F.

4. Hurewicz fiber maps of noncompact manifolds. In this section, for the second

generalization of Theorem (R2), we assume that all fibers of a Hurewicz fiber map

p : E -*■ B are connected noncompact manifolds. The total space F is a gm over a

principal ideal domain L, and F may have nonempty boundary.

We prove the following theorem :

(4.1) Theorem. Let p : E-+ B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected separ-

able metric ANR n-gm E over a principal ideal domain L onto a wlc and paracompact

finite-dimensional base B. Suppose that all fibers are homeomorphic to a space M

where M is either the real line R1 or a connected 2-manifold with finitely generated

homology groups and exactly one end. Then the fibering (E, B,p) is locally trivial.

Note. If M is the real line or the plane and if E has no boundary, we actually

need only assume that some fiber is homeomorphic to M because all fibers are 1

or 2-manifolds and have the same homotopy type.

Proof. Under the assumptions of the theorem, B is O-connected and is a separable

metric ANR. Furthermore B is locally compact since F is locally compact and the

map p is an open map.

(a) Compactification. Let F be the disjoint union of E and the product space

Bx{0}. We define p : £—> B by p(e)=p(e) for each e e E, and p(e) = b for each

e = (o, 0) e B x {0}. We give a topology % on E in the following way :

Let <?/ be the collection of all open sets of F. Let W be an open set of B such that

p admits a cross-section / on W, and there exists a closed subset W0 of p ' 1( W)

such that the closure of W0 in F is compact and W0 =>/( W), where W0 n p ~ x(o)

is compact in p ~ x(b) for each be W. We claim that subsets W and W0 exist. Let

W' be an open subset of B, which is uniformly contractible in B. For a point

0O e W', let

</>b0:p-\W')+±W'xp-i(b0):tb0

be a fiber homotopy equivalence. Here a regular lifting function is used for defining

the maps <j>bo and ¡/>¡,0. Then the fiber homotopy equivalences <f>„0 and <pb are both
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the "identity" on F=p-1(b0) = b0xp-1(b0) (see [12, (2.2)]). Let W be an open

subset of B with compact closure such that b0 e W^cl (W)c W', where cl (W)

denotes the closure of W. Let x be a point in F. Then the projection

77 : W'xF^ W'

admits a cross-section g on W' such that g( W') 3 x. We can take a compact set

Cin W' x F such that C=>g(cl (W)) and C n (b x F) is compact for each bed (W).

Then ipbo(C) is a compact subset of /?-1(0O and <l>bo(C) =><A(,0g(cl (fF)) 3 x, where

x is in the space p~\W'). Here iùbog, denoted by/ is a cross-section on cl(W)

of the fibering (E, B, p). Since ^¡,0(C) is closed in F, ^6o(C) n /r ^IF), denoted by

W0, is closed in /?_1(^) and cl (W0) is compact in F. fF0=>/(rF) and ^ ^P'Kb)

is compact in /? " x(b) since it is a continuous image of a compact set C n(bxF)

for each beW.

Thus we can find infinitely many such pairs ( W, W0), W 3 b, for each point

b e B. The collection of all such pairs for all b e B will be denoted by <p.

Let V be the collection of sets of the form p~\W)- W0 for each (W, W0) e <p.

Let "V be the collection of all subsets F of F such that V n F is open in F and

V n(E-E)^0, and for each xe Vn(E-E) there exists an element V e-f'

such that xe V'cV.

We show that any element V of "V is an element of y. Let F' be an element

of f. Then V'=p-1(W)-W0 for some pair (W, W0)e<p. Therefore V n F

=/7"1(^')_ ^o is open in F since/^(JF) is open in Fand 1F0 is closed inp~x(W),

that is, V r\Ee<%. Also V n (E-E)±0. If xeV r\ (E-E), then p(x) e PP.

Let 0" be an open set such that p(x) e W'<=W, and let W0 c\ p-1(W')=W'0.

Then (W, W'0)e<p and I/"^"1^')- ^¿c V. Thus there exists an element

V" e-f' such that xe V"<= V. Hence K' is an element of -f.

The collection #, consisting of all elements of ^ and "P~, gives a topology for F.

We leave this detail to the reader since it is not too difficult.

(b) Checking necessary conditions.

(i) The function p : F ->• B, which is defined in (a), is continuous and open.

This is easy to check.

(ii) The subspace B x {0} of F is homeomorphic to B. This is trivial by (i).

(iii) The space F is a Hausdorff space.

We consider the only case where two points x and x' lie in p~l(b) for some

be B since all other cases are trivial. Then one of two points, say x, must be in

p ~ 1(b). Then there exists an element ( W, W0) e <p such that beW, and W0 contains

an open neighborhood U of x. This is obvious by the construction of pairs of cp

in (a), the fact that the homotopy equivalence between p~}(W) and Wxp~\b)

is the "identity" on p'^(b) and that a regular lifting function is used for the

definition of the homotopy equivalence. Then U3 x and (p'1(W)— W0) 3 x' are

disjoint open sets.

(iv) The space F is locally compact.
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Since E is locally compact, it is enough to consider points in E—E. Let xeE—E

and U be an open set of E containing x. We shall find a compact neighborhood of x

in U. Since U is an element of ir, there exists a pair (W, W'0) in <p, such that

x e (p~1(W) - W'0) <= U. Let Wbe an open set, containing^(x), such that the closure

of W, denoted by C, is compact and is contained in W'. Then cl (p_1(C)- W0),

denoted by D, is a neighborhood of x in U. We claim that D is compact.

Let {V} be an open covering of D. Let {V}' be the collection of all elements of {V},

which meet E-E. Then {{V}' n(E-E)}, which is the collection of V c\

(p-1(C)-p-\C)) for each Ve{V}', is an open covering of p-\C)-p-\C).

Since J5" 1(C) —/>"*(C) is homeomorphic to C, by (ii), p'1(C)—p' 1(C) is compact.

Therefore there exists a finite number of elements Vit..., Vn in {V}' such that

Û {vtn(p-HÇ)-p-KCm^p-H.C)-p-HÇ).
i = l

If F) - (U?= i Vi) is compact, then D is compact. We now prove the compactness

of D—(U"=i Vt). Since Kt, /= 1, 2,..., «, is open in D, it is open in E if it is in

p'1(W). Furthermore if FJ meets />-1(cl (If)— />-1(^))> then there is an open set

VÍ in F such that Vi=V'i n £. Therefore, for any point xep-^C)-/)-1^),

there exists a pair (If*, WS) e <p such that p~\cl (Wx))-cl (WS), denoted by V„

or Vx n £>, is in Uf=i Fi, here cl (WS) is compact. Then {Vx n (p_1(C)-/r ^C))}

is an open covering of/J"_1(C)-p-1(C). Therefore, there is a finite number of

elements VXl,...,VXm, such that U™=i Vx, covers p'1(C)-p~\C), and

U"-i(^^i>)cU*-i^. Therefore ¿>-(UP=i fi)cU"-i cl(IF^o). Since

F>-(U"=i ^i)is a closed SUDset of the compact set \Jf=x cl (Wxto), D-((Jhi Vt)

is compact.

(v) The space F is a topologically complete metric space.

By a Simirnov's theorem in [15], Fis a metric space. Then this property follows

by Corollary (2.4) of [3, p. 294].

(vi) The fiber p'x(b), as a subspace of E, is the one point compactification of

p_1(b), beB. Hence p'^b) is an 1-sphere or a compact connected 2-manifold

according to the dimension of the fiber p'1^). We note that the added ideal point,

b x {0}, to eachp'\b) is an interior point of p'l(b).

This is obvious by the construction of the topology for F.

(vii) The map p : E -> B is a proper map.

Let B' be a compact subset of B. For each point b e B', take a uniformly con-

tractible open set Wb in B, containing b. Let Wb be a compact neighborhood of

b in W'b. Then {Wb} is a covering of B'. Therefore, there exists a finite number of

sets Wbl, ...,Wbn such that (J"=i Wbi^>B'. It is easy to see that p'^W^) is com-

pact by an argument similar to that used in (iv). Thereforep~ 1(B') = (Jfn= xp~1( Wb¡)

is compact.

(viii) The map p : E -> B is a 0-regular map.

Since we have shown that the map p is an open and proper map, we need only

show that for each x, x ep ~ 1(o), e > 0, there exists S(x, e) > 0 such that if v, z e S(x, 8)
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n/>-1(A')» b' e B, then there exists an arc from y to z in S(x, e) np'1^'). Since

p : E^-B has the above property by (2.5) of [12], we check only for the points in

E—E. Let xep'\b) n (E-E), e>0 be given. Since S(x, e) is open in F, there

exists an element Ve'f such that xe V<=S(x, e), where V=p'1(W)- W0 for a

pair (IF, JF0) s 93. Suppose ^np"1(i))=/]-1(Ä)-((f0 n/j"1^)) is not O-connected

for some point be W. Let Ab be the union of all bounded components of p_1(b)

-(W0r\p-\b)). Then p-\b)-((W0 c\ p~\b)) u Ab) is O-connected. Let IF' be

an open subset, with compact closure, such that W <= cl ( IF') <= W. Let ^ =

UewAand W0 = Au(W0np-\W')).Then(W', W'Q)e<p, V = (p-\W')-W0)

<=^V and V'np'^b) is O-connected for each beW'. Take a 8>0 so

that S(x,8)<=V. Therefore, if S(x, 8) r\p-\b')¿ 0, then b'eW'. Hence, if

y,ze S(x, 8) n p'^b'), V e B, then there exists an arc from y to 2 in V n p'x{f>')

along the fiberp~x{f>'). Therefore this arc is in 5(x, e) n p~\b').

(c) The proof of the local triviality of the fibering (E, B,p).

(i) The map^ : F-> 5 is locally trivial.

Since F is a topologically complete metric space, there exists a complete metric

space F' such that F' and F are homeomorphic. Let A be the homeomorphism

between F' and F. We define a functionp' : E' -> 73 to be/?A. Then/?' is a 0-regular

map. Therefore // is a locally trivial map by the Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 of [7].

Therefore, for each be B, there exist an open set Usb and a homeomorphism

h'u from Uxp''1^) onto /?'_1(£^) such that the diagram

Uxp'-\b)     K   > p'-\U)

P'\P'-\U)

commutes, where 77 is the projection map.

In the following diagram, all triangle diagrams are commutative :

Uxh-^p-Hb))

id. xA

Uxp-\b)

P\P'-\U)        Mp-\U)
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Therefore, the diagram

63

Uxp \b)-> \U)

p\p-\U)

commutes, and ««ú(id. x«_1) is a homeomorphism. This means that/? : E^- Bis

locally trivial.

(ii) The fibering (F, B, p) is locally trivial.

We know that, for each b e B, there exist an open set U b b in B and a homeo-

morphism h : UxF^-p'^U) such that the diagram

UxF- + P-KU)

p\p-\U)

commutes, where n is the projection map, F=p'1(b). If h(Ux(F—p~1(b)))

=p~1(U)-p~1(U), then the proof is completed. Suppose this is not the case.

Let/: i/-^ UxF be a cross-section, which is defined by f(b') = (b', x0), V e U,

where x0 = F—p'1^). And let g : U->p~1(TJ)bea cross-section, which is defined

by g(b')=P~1(b')-p~1(b'), b'eU. Then «_1g : U->UxF is a cross-section,

which is different from/. We shall prove that, for some open set Fin U, there is a

fiber preserving homeomorphism (a homeomorphism which maps a fiber into

itself)

<l> : VxF^ VxF such that -¿(«"W)) = f(V).

Since f(b) = (b, x0) and « " 1g(b) are interior points of F, we can find an arc a from

f(b) to h-xg(b) in Int (F). Take a disk D in Int (F) such that Int (D) contains the

arc a. There exists an open set V s b with compact closure such that cl ( V) <= U

and «"1g(cl(F))c:cl(F)xInt(F)), /(cl (F))<=cl (K)xlnt (£>). Let us consider

cl(V)xD.

There is a fiber preserving homeomorphism

^ : ((cl (V) x 8(D)) u «-^(cl (F)), A-^cl (F)))

-* ((cl (V) x 8(D)) u/(cl (F)), /(cl (F))),

which is defined by ^|cl (V) x 8(D) = identity and <f>x(y)=f(n(y)), y e /r ^(cl (F)),
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where 77 is the projection map from cl (V) x F onto cl (V). Therefore the diagram

(cl (V) x 8(D)) u A-^cl (V))     ^   > cl (V) x 8(D) U/(cl (V))

d(V)

commutes.  Then,  there exists a homeomorphism (¡>'i : cl (V)x D^-cl (V)x D,

which is the extension of <¡>i and is such that the diagram

cl(V)xD
fi ^cl(F)xZ)

'cl(F)

commutes, by Theorem 2 of [4]. In Theorem 2 of [4], the homeomorphism <f>i

did not send a cross-section A " xg(cl ( V)) to another cross-section /(cl ( V)), and

one of the 7r's was a completely regular map. Since 77 is completely regular, and the

group of homeomorphisms of Dn, «-disk, for any «, fixing 8(Dn) and an interior

point pointwise is locally contractible (proved by J. W. Alexander in 1923), the

proof of the existence of the extension cf>[ is exactly the same as the one of Theorem

2 of [4].

Then, a map </>' : cl (F)xF-^cl (V)xF, defined by <f>'|cl (F)xF-(cl (V)

x Int (D)) = identity and <f>'\cl (V) x D = j>\, is a homeomorphism, and <¡>' preserves

the fibers. Since

<p'i(h-'g(cl (V))) = /(cl (V)),       «¿'(A-^cl (V))) = /(cl (V)).

Therefore, <£ = <£'|FxF: VxF^VxF is a fiber preserving homeomorphism

such that <p(h~1g(V))=f(V).

Since VczTj,h'=h\VxF : VxF-^p~1(V)isa homeomorphism and the diagram

VxF

P\P'\V)
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commutes. Therefore, h'cp'1 : (VxF,f(V))-+ (VxF, A-^(F))-> (p-\V),g(V))

= (p~1(V), p~1(V)-p~1(V)) is a homeomorphism. Hence

hv = h'cp-í\VxF-Vx(p-í(b)-p-1(b)) : VxF-Vx(p-\b)-p-1(b))

= Vxp-\b)^p-\V)-(p-\V)-p-\V)) =p~\V)

is a homeomorphism. That means that for any point b e B, there exist an open

set Vsb, and a homeomorphism hv : Vxp'1(b)-^p'1(V) such that the diagram

vxp-\b)-^—yp'HY)

>\        p\p~\v)

V

commutes. This completes the proof of the theorem.   Q.E.D.

Note. Let A : M-> M' be a proper map which induces an isomorphism of the

ordinary homology groups. Then if M and M ' are 2-manifolds with finitely generated

homology groups they are homeomorphic. This will follow from extending the

map to end point compactification and the observation that the extension induces

an isomorphism of the homology groups. Therefore, if we knew the maps carrying

one fiber to the other were proper homotopy equivalences then the fibers (which are

manifolds) would be homeomorphic.

(4.2) Remark. Under the assumption of Theorem (4.1), we conjecture that if all

fibers are homeomorphic to the Euclidean 3-spaces or to a connected 2-manifold

which has a finite number of ends and a finite number of genera, then the fibering

is locally trivial. We believe that the same method employed in the proof of Theorem

(4.1) can be applied to this conjecture.

(4.3) Corollary. Let p : E->B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

separable metric ANR n-gm over L with nonempty boundary onto a wlc and para-

compact base B which is also a gm over L with nonempty boundary. Suppose p ~ 1(8(B))

= 8(E) and there exists a point b e B such that p ~ 1(b) has a compact component of

dim g 2. Then the fibering (F, B, p) is locally trivial. (This is actually a corollary of

Theorem (R2).)

Proof. Take doubles of F and B and define p' : D(E)->D(B) by p'\E=p.

Then the corollary follows by Theorem (R2).   Q.E.D.

(4.4) Corollary. Let p : F ^ B be a Hurewicz fiber map from a connected

separable metric ANR n-gm E over L with nonempty boundary onto a wlc and para-

compact connected k-gm B over L with nonempty boundary such that p~\8(B))
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= 8(E). Then any one of the following implies that the fibering (E, B, p) is locally

trivial:

(1) There exists a point b e B such that p~\b) is the real line.

(2) There exists a point be B such that p~*(b) is the plane.

(3) For each point be B, p~ 1(o) is homeomorphic to some connected 2-manifold

with finitely generated homology groups and exactly one end.

Proof. By Theorem (4.1), p' : D(E)~^ D(B) is a locally trivial fiber map.

Therefore the fibering (E, B, p) itself is locally trivial.   Q.E.D.

(4.5) Remark. We learned by the referee that Gerald S. Ungar has proven the

following theorem in his paper Conditions for a mapping to have the slicing struc-

ture property (to appear).

Theorem. Let p be an n-regular closed map from a complete metric space E onto

a paracompact locally equiconnected space B. If dim (E x B) á n, then p has the slicing

structure property. In particular p is a Hurewicz fiber map.

Clearly, this result together with a theorem of L. F. McAuley and P. A. Tulley

(which appeared in Topology Seminar Wisconsin, 1965, p. 232—Ann. of Math.

Studies, No. 60, Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, N. J.) will allow many of our

results to be stated in terms of Serre fiber maps. A Serre fiber map is a map which

has the covering homotopy property for each polyhedron.
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